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Carpet  

Before Starting 
 

Before starting the installation, please check that all material supplied conforms to your 

requirements. These include correct product, colour and quantity. Your preferred installation 

method should be confirmed and signed off by the installer before commencement of 

installation. 

 
 

Conditioning of Materials  

The installation location and all products and materials used in the installation, must be at 

temperature between 15–35 ⁰C for a period of 48 – 72 hours before the installation begins. 

This will minimise the risk of the carpet having later installation problems. The temperature 

must remain within this range throughout the installation. Relative humidity in the area 

should be 45% ± 10%. Carpet may be installed on internally heated floors provided that the 

surface temperature does not exceed 27⁰C. 

 

Floor Preparation  

The subfloor must be rigid, dry, smooth, flat, level, sound, clean and free from harmful 

materials. Old carpet, under felt, loose laid vinyl, cushion backed vinyl and any old adhesive 

must be removed and floor scraped clean.  

•Clean floor; 

The subfloor should be free from all dirt, dust and harmful materials. It should be swept or 

vacuumed to remove all dust.  

•Dry floor; 

The subfloor must be dry. New concrete floors must be checked for residual moisture. If 

excess moisture is detected STOP and DO NOT PROCEED with the installation and seek 

further advice from the floor installer. 
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Basic advice on how to install ‘Wall-to-Wall’ carpet 

yourself 

If you are NOT intending to use the services of a professional installer, here are some basic 

tips to follow, all dependent on the type of installation required. 

•Install your gripper or double sided tape around the perimeter around 6mm away from the 

skirting to allow for tucking waste. 

•Roll out your underlay and fasten to the subfloor with a stapler or double sided tape to stop 

it moving. Tape all seams with duct tape. 

•Using a sharp utility knife trim the underlay to the edge of the gripper. 

•Roll out the carpet into the room. Keep it as straight as possible. Cut away excess carpet, but 

leave about 75mm extra next to the walls. Lay out additional carpet required for joining. 

•Where the carpet edges join, you'll need to create a seam. The seamed edges of both carpet 

segments must be straight. Check the edges: don't assume that a factory edge is straight. 

Seams should run parallel to the room's main light source. And make sure the pile of both 

pieces leans in the same direction. 

•Dry-fit the carpet, butting one end against a wall. Use a carpet knife to trim the carpet to fit 

around obstacles. 

•Attach the carpet to the gripper at one end of the room, using the knee kicker. Place the face 

of the knee kicker against the carpet about 3" away from the wall, and firmly strike the 

padded end with you knee to stretch the carpet, and press down onto the gripper or tape.  

•Where you are using double sided tape, just remove the protective plastic film and stretch 

and place the carpet onto the tape. 

•Trim the excess carpet with a wall trimmer, which rests against the wall and provides a 

straight cut at the correct spot. Or, use your utility knife to cut the carpet into the corner 

created by the skirting and subfloor, making sure you don’t cut into the skirting. 
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•Finish the edge by tucking down any loose fibres with a bolster chisel or similar flat edged 

tool. 

 

General maintenance advice 

Vacuum cleaning using a brush vacuum cleaner constitutes the basis of daily maintenance, as 

it can remove about 80% of the dirt from the carpet. Furthermore, a brush vacuum cleaner 

can help to retain the appearance of a carpet tile’s pile. 

The vacuuming frequency is determined by the foot traffic and the soiling of the carpet: 

•Heavy to normal foot traffic - Once per day  

•Light foot traffic - 2 to 3 times per week 

•Occasional foot traffic - Once per week 

 

If you require any further advice on installation then please call our technical 

department on 0844 327 5555, e-mail us on technical@ukflooringdirect.co.uk.  
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